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Abstract: I explore how the findings reviewed by Kujala (2017) influence our understanding of the human-dog bond. The special social cognitive abilities of dogs may be unique among animal species, probably influenced by the circumstances surrounding canine domestication. The bond has influenced animal welfare policies, giving dogs a privileged place among animals. To determine what protections other species should have in a rational animal welfare policy, more research is needed on whether other species have similar social cognitive abilities.

Robert Franklin is Assistant Professor of Psychology at Anderson University, South Carolina. His research interests include examining how humans extend empathy to non-human entities, especially dogs, and how empathy for animals influences social policy.
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Is the human-dog relationship unique? Kujala (2017) reviews a growing behavioral and neuroscientific literature on dogs’ emotional experience and social and cognitive abilities. I will focus on how these findings illuminate human-canine relationships. Is the human-dog bond unique among all human-animal relationships? If so, why is it so influential?

Humans readily attribute human-like emotional states to dogs. As Kujala notes, even Darwin assumed human-like emotional ability in dogs, never questioning the “communication and empathy between him and his dog” (see Buck & Ginsberg, 1997).

The special place humans reserve for dogs may be due to the unique combination of warmth and competence humans perceive in them. Sevillano and Fiske (2016) applied the Stereotype Content Model to animals, examining how humans perceive various species of animals in terms of warmth and competence. Dogs were seen as the most competent species, often characterized as “intelligent” and “skillful,” although their mean rated competence was not much higher than that of monkeys. Dogs were also rated more highly than any other species in warmth (“well-intentioned,” “friendly”). Their mean rating of 8.07 in warmth on a 9-point scale was almost a full standard deviation above that of the next highest rated species: cats.

Why are dogs rated so highly on these scales? One possibility is cuteness. However, many other species are seen as equally cute. Another possibility is that dogs are perceived as the smartest species. Sevillano and Fiske (2016) found that dogs were rated as the most competent species, but in another study (Zebrowitz et al., 2011) foxes were rated as “shrewder” than dogs.
Objective studies of neural function have found that cetaceans and primates have cognitive capacities equal to or surpassing those of canines (Roth & Dicke, 2005).

The special bond between humans and dogs is due to canine emotional abilities. The findings reviewed by Kujala suggest another potential reason the human-dog bond is special: dogs and humans may share social cognitive abilities that are unique among animal species. Dogs show human-like gaze patterns and have activation in face-specific brain areas when viewing human faces. They also have an impressive ability to read human emotional states and respond appropriately. Dogs act submissively in anticipation of human punishment — behaviors similar to guilt. They exhibit prosocial behavior, jealousy-like behavior in the face of unfair treatment, long-term emotional states, and emotional contagion.

That dogs are able to comprehend and respond appropriately to human emotions is probably a factor in why humans perceive them so favorably. As Kujala notes in Section 14, canine evolution was probably shaped by their social relationships with early humans. This may have depended on dogs’ ability to read human mental states and to evoke empathetic human responses. This bond is unique among species; most examples of domestication are based on humans using animals for food or labor rather than on social relationships between animals and humans (Driscoll et al., 2009).

How does empathy for the suffering of dogs relate to a rational animal welfare policy? The human-canine emotional relationship has implications for animal welfare and environmental policy, including the question of animal suffering in food production. What people believe about social cognition in animals plays an important influence in how they feel they should treat them.

Humans relate very strongly to dog suffering, at least in Western culture. Franklin et al. (2013) found that American participants viewing dog suffering had brain activity patterns similar to those evoked by human suffering, unlike the activity patterns Filippi et al. (2010) found with images of animal suffering in the food industry. Neural activation in the anterior insula is even greater for canine than human suffering.

These pronounced human responses to dog suffering may explain why people find it so much more disturbing than the suffering of other animals. Europeans and Americans eat a variety of animals, but eating dogs is taboo in Western European, American, and Islamic cultures, and is becoming increasingly unpopular in China and Vietnam (Rosen, 2014). Hunters who use dogs to capture and kill other animals show compassion for their dogs but not for their prey. Author and hunter Aldo Leopold (1970) singled out the development of cooperation between dog and hunter as one of the primary joys of hunting.

Legal policies affecting animal welfare also prescribe treatment for dogs that does not extend to other species that may have similar social cognitive abilities. Dogs have some of the strongest legal protections in the European Union and United States; instances of dog abuse have become major media scandals. In contrast, crows show remarkable social cognitive abilities: they too can recognize human faces and respond to human social cues (Marzluff et al., 2010), yet hunting crows is rarely outlawed in the U.K. and U.S., and is even encouraged in some places with bounties.

Our policies for protecting animals should take into consideration the cognitive nature of the animals rather than just being based on whether the animal is cute, tasty, or a nuisance. The
kind of research reviewed by Kujala needs to be extended to other species so we can adopt fair, rational and humane policies on animal welfare and animal rights, grounded in their cognitive capacities and needs. [See also Marino (2017) and Woodruff (2017), this journal – ed.]
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ANIMAL CONSCIOUSNESS

On November 17-18, 2017, the NYU Center for Mind, Brain and Consciousness, the NYU Center for Bioethics, and NYU Animal Studies will host a conference on Animal Consciousness.

This conference will bring together philosophers and scientists to discuss questions such as: Are invertebrates conscious? Do fish feel pain? Are non-human mammals self-conscious? How did consciousness evolve? How does research on animal consciousness affect the ethical treatment of animals? What is the impact of issues about animal consciousness on theories of consciousness and vice versa? What are the best methods for assessing consciousness in non-human animals?

Speakers and panelists include:

Colin Allen (University of Pittsburgh, Department of History & Philosophy of Science), Andrew Barron (Macquarie, Cognitive Neuroethology), Victoria Braithwaite (Penn State, Biology), Peter Carruthers (Maryland, Philosophy), Marian Dawkins (Oxford, Zoology), Dan Dennett (Tufts, Philosophy), David Edelman (San Diego, Neuroscience), Todd Feinberg (Mt. Sinai, Neurology), Peter Godfrey-Smith (Sydney, Philosophy), Lori Gruen (Wesleyan, Philosophy), Brian Hare (Duke, Evolutionary Anthropology), Stevan Harnad (Montreal, Cognitive Science), Eva Jablonka (Tel Aviv, Cohn Institute), Björn Merker (Neuroscience), Diana Reiss (Hunter, Psychology), Peter Singer (Princeton, Philosophy), Michael Tye (Texas, Philosophy)


The conference will run from 9am on Friday November 17 to 6pm on Saturday November 18 at the NYU Cantor Film Center (36 E 8th St).

Friday sessions will include “Invertebrates and the evolution of consciousness”, “Do fish feel pain?”, and “Animal consciousness and ethics”.

Saturday sessions will include “Animal self-consciousness”, “Animal consciousness and theories of consciousness”, and a panel discussion.

A detailed schedule will be circulated closer to the conference date.

Registration is free but required.

Register here.

See also the conference website.